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Voyager teams up with 6Pak to create co-manufacturing access to Licensed Producers to join
Voyager’s ecosystem and bring their branded pods to market.

Voyager’s proprietary dispenser is simple and precise allowing for dosing in 1 mg increments

Voyager Partner brands will have access to launch this non-inhalable innovation to support
pods with liquid cannabis concentrate meant for ingestion for oral use and emulsified

beverage infusion applications

TORONTO, Ontario Voyager Products Inc., a Health Tech company focused on precise dosing of
liquid concentrates, is pleased to announce that it has entered into a collaboration agreement with
6Pak Solutions Inc..

The goal of the partnership is for 6Pak Solutions to be able to offer access to Voyager’s unique
innovation to both its current and new Licensed Producer clients. While pods designed to work with
Voyager’s dispenser were designed to be filled easily with existing vape filling equipment, 6Pak’s
services offer an easy way for new brands to enter and benefit from scale as well as their expertise in
serving clients.  6Pak is supported by its parent company ATG Pharma, which teamed up early with
Voyager in its pod design to seamlessly work with ATG’s industry leading filling equipment.

“We have worked with Voyager right from the start on the filling equipment side. They are onto a big
consumer need and have created an amazing patent pending solution which we are excited to help
roll out for existing and new clients who want to refresh their oils line-up or access the beverage
market without going the expensive Ready-to-Drink route,” says Chris Shar, Co-Founder of 6Pak
Solutions.

Voyager’s business model revolves around its proprietary dispenser which is designed to dispense
liquid concentrates in 1 mg increments at a very high accuracy. The dispenser works with pods made
available by a network of partners with their own formulations, brands and distribution networks.

Canadians are starting to learn about cannabis and how it can help them from a health and wellness
perspective.  They are concerned, however, about the current lack of precise dosing solutions (which
allows them to maintain control), and the negative effects of smoking and inhalation (which could
impact their health and leave a bad smell).  Voyager’s solution addresses these key barriers to
cannabis consumption.

“We are excited about working with the team at 6Pak Solutions.  It allows us to quickly expand our
network of LP partners and reduce their headache and workload which typically accompany a new
product launch.  They’ve been very helpful and proactive problem solvers throughout our whole
innovation process,” says Giovanni Gerbolini, Chief Operating Officer at Voyager.

About Voyager Products Inc.

Voyager Products Inc. is a privately owned company based out of Toronto, Canada and operating in
the Health Tech sector.

Voyager is focused on proprietary dispensers for liquid concentrates for use in Pharma, Health &
Wellness, Psychedelics and Cannabis.  The dispensers are simple to use and offer customized dosing
at high accuracy in 1 mg increments.  Using Bluetooth technology, the dispensers allow consumers to
track and monitor their consumption while providing partners with insights to further improve the



consumer experience. Voyager is a Business-to-Business company and does not touch the cannabis
plant.

For more information, please contact Elad Barak at elad@voyagerproducts.ca or 647-230-8121.

About 6Pak Solutions Inc.

6Pak Solutions is a contract packing arm of ATG Pharma Inc., a leader in regulatory compliant filling
and packaging equipment for the Cannabis Industry. ATG has extensive experience in the cannabis
space and is working with the majority of Licensed Oil Producers in Canada. Where ATG is an
equipment manufacturer, 6Pak Solutions offers more flexible contract packaging solutions,
strategically partnering and operating out of Licensed Facilities.

For more information, please contact Chris Shar at chris@6pak.ca or 416-624-5876.
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